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Updated with iOS 8 TipsAre you an iPhone 6 or 6 Plus owner looking to get the most out of your
smartphone? Perhaps you're looking for solutions to certain questions you've had about the new
phone such as how to use Siri, print documents, take pictures or video with the camera, use
FaceTime, extend battery life, or other tips and tricks? Well, this guide is here to help you with all
those questions and provides plenty of great tips to truly unleash the power of your smartphone!Hi,
Iâ€™m Shelby Johnson, a technology enthusiast and an iPhone 6 owner. With this new
smartphone, I absolutely love its many standard features and capabilities, but have found there is so
much more that can be done with this amazing gadget. Iâ€™ve learned a lot of great things about
the iPhone 6 smartphones and want to help others get the most out of theirs. (Many of these tips
and how-tos will also work with the iPhone 5S or 5!)I've developed this guide book to help you learn
more about your device, including tips and tricks to really unlock and unleash the possibilities with
the smartphone.Hereâ€™s just some of the great info in this book:- Getting started with your iPhone
6 or 6 Plus- Pre-setup and setup help- Phone basics, tips & tricks- Hidden features, tips & tricks on
iPhone 6- Using Siri and other features on your phone- Sharing & Printing from the iPhone- Syncing
iPhone 6 to iTunes & using music- Taking photos and video with the iPhone- A look at some of the
best free apps to install- A look at some great free games to install- Choosing iPhone 6 accessories
to enhance your phone, and much more!Youâ€™ll learn all of the above and more in this book which
features screenshots straight from the iPhone and step-by-step instructions on the processes
involved in unleashing more powerful features of the smartphone! This is a must-have eBook to get
for any iPhone 6, 6 Plus (and even iPhone 5 or 5S) user who wants to take their device to the next
level and get more out of their smartphone!**Please note this book is for owners of the American
version of the iPhone 6 or 6 Plus smartphone sold in the United States and may not apply to
versions of the phone in other countries.**
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A book like this can't really be perfect for me because if it were it would teach me everything about
my iPhone 6! I gave this book my best rating because it is well written, well presented, very detailed,
loaded with how-to articles, abd well organized. In short, this user manual is just about as good as a
UM can be (for me)!

This "manual " turns out to be a superficial review of the iPhone 6. Lacks any real information
beyond a cursory review. While it has a Table of Contents it lacks an index. You will be much better
off printing off the online manual on the Apple site. I rate this most certainly a "Don't Buy".

I wasn't a fan of this book. I bought it as a new iPhone user, hoping to get an understanding of the
iPhone and pick up some tips along the way.Let me give you some background- I'm new to iPhone
BUT I have had smartphones and work in software. My hubby has had a smartphone but is less
tech savvy than me. We both found this book entirely useless.It just seemed like a rather long
essay, with lots of filler and very little info. I don't blame the author, I blame whoever edited this- they
should have caught the lack of content.

Easy to understand. Tips and tricks greatEasy for beginnersThe tricks. Most valuableNeed more
how toos like this

This book would only be useful to someone who is getting a smart phone for the first time. It
contains very little information that is useful to someone who is upgrading to a IPhone 6 from an
earlier IPhone. Definitely not worth the money

Only thing I would suggest is that in next edition of this manual they add an index in the back. Table
of contents in front helpful but index would make it faster to identify where to find the specifics on
what you need. Thanks.

Expected more, but, If you are new to the Ipone, you will find it helpful

Much too general for Iphone beginners. Explanations would help only those who already were
comfortable with their iPhone. A true iPhone neophyte would profit very little using this book.For
example: It would help only those who would say, "Oh, now I remember! A true iPhone beginner
would rarely say, "Oh, I see!"
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